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COVERING THE CAMPUS LIKE A SWARM OF GNATS

Grube: We are
in this together
Campus heads explain university's
approach to dealing with economy

By Shannon Knepp

"We are trying to be responsible,"
Bleicken said.
Another rumor discussed at the forum
In an attempt to stop economic ru- was the legislatives talks about furloughs.
mors on campus, President Bruce Grube, Accordingto Grube, furloughs have been
Vice President of Business and Finance discussed by the legislature, but nothing
Ronald Core, and Provost of Academic is concrete yet.
Affairs Linda Bleicken'spoke to a full
He remained optimistic, however,
auditorium, Tuesday, about where the by saying that the legislature is starting
college currently stands financially.
to realize that some organizations know
Grube started the meeting by telling what works for themselves more than an
the audience that the college is going outside source will.
through a tough time
The economic
but will get through "What we will not do
forum also menit.
tioned student tuat Georgia Southern is
"What we will
ition. Accordingto
not do at Georgia we're not going to eat our Core,therehasbeen
Southern is we're young."
talk oftuition going
not going to eat our
up, but how much is
- Bruce Grube
young. Were not gostill unknown. Core
Georgia Southern president
ingtodemonizeeach
also said that there
other. We are in this ■
is the possibility of
the elimination of "Fixed for Four."
together," Grube saidr
At the forum, Grube assured the facFixed for Four means that the tuition a
ulty and staff that they are not planning student pays their first semester ofcollege
oncuttingjobs."Thenumberonepriority is the price they will pay from then on.
is keeping people," he said.
However, this policy may be eliminated
However, there will be effects that in the future to compensate for some of
come with no job elimination. For ex- the money going up.
ample, there is a hiring freeze currently
Grube also mentioned to the audience
going on within the college. According to that enrollment numbers are up, and
Bleicken, there are currently 52 positions while this means less staff to deal with
that are being held, saving the college more students, this willhelp the economic
$2.7 million.
situation of the college.
News editor

THRU OUR LENS

A first-hand view of the acclaimed
performance of'Trojan Women'at
Georgia Southern.
PAGE 20

Wednesday

Partly Cloudy
65/41

Rev. Samuel Kyles
encourages pursuit
of dreams

Three-Day Forecast
Thursday

Friday

Partly Cloudy
77/50

Partly Cloudy
74/47
■

Special Photo

Civil rights leader, the Rev. Samuel Kyles, delivered a message
of inspiration Tuesday night at the Performing Arts Center.
For complete coverage of this event, see page 17
or visit our Web site www.GADaily.com.

Check out www.GADaily.com for
breaking news, polls, editors'
blogs, and contests.
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Students participate in Research Conferences
By Ben Carroll

March 2,2009
Officers issued three traffic citations,
seven traffic warnings, assisted two motorists, assisted two sick persons, investigated
five accidents.

Staff writer

On March 12 and 13, Brook Hamil will be
attending the Southeastern Section meeting of
the Geological Society of America in Tampa
Bay, Florida while on April 1 through the 5,
Jamie Randolph, along with 3 other students, is
attending the Southern States Communication
Association's 2009 Theodore Clevenger Undergraduate Honors Conference in Nolkfolk, Va.
Hamil, an undergraduate student at Georgia
Southern's Geology and Geography Department, will be presenting her research thesis for
her undergraduate degree.
"I have been a Geology Society of America
member for 2 years now," says Hamil, 'And I
have been working on my research for about
a year now."
Her research is based on her observations
of rocks in the Blue Ridge Mountains to find
the tectonic history of the area.
She has worked on this research everyday
since she stated, according to Hamil. She submitted her abstract, which is the introduction
of her research, to the GSA, got it approved,
and she received permission from the GSA
to present her poster which will display her
research.
"When a student attends a professional
meeting, the entire discipline is opened in ways never revealed before," said Dallas Rhodes, the
Department Head of the Geology and Geography department, "Georgia Southern has, for
example, one structural geologist on the faculty.
So when Brooke sees for herself that there are
literally thousands ofpeople studying the Earths
structural framework and its history, I'm sure
she will be impressed."
"These things are important to get involved
with, and it is very important to get your networking done early, and this will definitely
help," said Hamil.
Randolph submitted one of her papers from

STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

A drug complaint was reported at Southern
Courtyard.
A cell phone was taken from Lakeside
Cafe.
A cell phone was taken from Sanford
Hall.
March 3,2009
Special Photo

Many GSU students are traveling to present
academic papers at national conferences.

her major classes. It is a paper about her experience ofbeingbf Progressive Christian literature
and being Pro-Choice. "The paper is more on
individualism," said Randolph, "It's bigger than
just the Pro-Choice Christian theme."
According to Pam Bourland-Davis, the
Department Head of the Communication Arts
Department, Georgia Southern has had great
success at the convention.
- "For the past ten years, we've had at least three
student papers accepted each year, and two years
ago, one of our students received top student
paper recognition," said Bourland-Davis.
This success comes against some of the
biggest schools. Just like Hamil, Randolph is
excited about the fact that she gets to see her
major in action outside of Georgia Southern's
undergraduate program.
"It is an honor to be selected. Some of the
biggest schools, such as UNC Chapel Hill, have
people submitting and it is neat to represent you
university," said Randolph, "It is nice that people
think I'm a cool writer. I've worked really hard
and I'm really excited about it,"

Officers issued three traffic citations, eight
traffic warnings, assisted three motorists and
investigated one accident.
A digital camera was taken from the Carroll Building.
William Colby Duncan, 18, Watson Hall,
was charged with possession of marijuana and
possession of a false I.D.

Need experience?
We have it!
The George Anne is currently
looking for staff writers in all
genres (news, sports,
opinions and features).
If you are interested, send your
resume and why you want to work
for us to gaeditor@georgiasouthern.
edu. or visit us in the Willams
Center room 2023.

The George-Anne is the official student newspaper of
Georgia Southern University, owned and operated by GSU
students using facilities provided by the university. The
newspaper is the oldest continuously published newspaper in Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga.The newspaper
is a designated public forum for the Georgia Southern
community. Opinions expressed herein are those of the
student writers and editors and DO NOT necessarily
reflect those of the faculty, staff or administration of GSU.
the Student Media Advisory Board or the University System of Georgia, The newspaper Is published twice weekly,
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, during most of the academic
year. Any questions regarding content should be directed
to the student editor by phone at 912.478.5240 or at
gaetiiton&gaargtosouthernedu. Readers may access the
newspaper and Its archives at www.gwioity.com.
ADVERTISING! The newspaper accepts advertising as
a community service to help defray publication costs.
inquiries should be directed to the ADS or PAGES, P.O.
Box 8001, Georgia Southern Unlverstty, or by catling
912.478.5418 or 912.478-056(1. You can fax any questions
to 912.478.7113 or e-mail ads 1 apgeorgiasDuthernetiu.
c
DISTRIBUTION: The newspaper is distributed free to the
community of GSU.
COLOPHONE: The magazine is printed by The Statesboro
Herald Publishing Co. in Statesboro, Ga. Body copy tn
The George-Anne is 10 point. Minion Pro on 12 leading.
Standard headline size is 40 point Myriad Pro. For more Information about the newspaper, please call 912.478.7459,
or e-mail the the director of student media at kcallaway^
georgiatouthern.edu.
SUPPORT; The George-Anne is funded primarily through
revenue from advertisements placed In the paper and
receives additional support. In part, from the Student
Activities Budget Commltee.
STUDENTS BEWARE: The George-Anne screens ail
advertisements prior to publication. The magazine strives
to accept ads for legitimate products and services only.
Students are urged to exercise caution when replying to
ads-partlcularly those which require a credit card number,
other personal information, or money in advance of the
delivery of a product or service. Students are also urged
to report to the newspaper any suspicious offers which
they might see In an ad. Remember, If an offer seems too
good to be true, it probably Is,
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving space
and submitting advertising copy is Noon, one week prior
to the Intended publication date. For more information,
rate cards, sample publications, contact the advertising
manager or student media director,
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The newspaper
makes every reasonable effort to correct and complete
Information in advertisements. However the advertiser
is responsible for any errors In advertisements and its
liability for adjustments is limited to the amount of space
the error occupied in the ad. Further, the newspaper is
not responsible for any damages caused due to an ad's
omission form a particular edition and Its responsibility
solely Is to reschedule the ad in the next regular edition at
the regular advertising rates.
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Mail subscriptions are not
available at this time. However, readers may visit our web
site for free access to current and past issues. Visit www.
gadaily.com to view online issues.The George-Anne is distributed free of charge on the Georgia Southern campus
and surrounding areas.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free copy, and a second for a roommate or acquaintance, at distribution sites.
Additional copies are 50 cents each and are available at
the Williams Center. However, unauthorized removal of
additional copies from a distribution site constitutes theft
under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense punishable
by a fine and/or jail time. Editors will seek to have any
person(s) who removes more than the authorized number
of copies from distribution sites prosecuted to the full
extent of the law.
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...WHERE WE ARE ALL RELIEVED THAT THE
TEMPERATURE IS FINALLY RISING! YAY
SPRING!

Times are tough but they aren't impossible
Last Tuesday, Georgia Southern held an
economic forum open to all to help stop any
rumors from spreading. At the event, President
Grube made a very good point that should be
adhered to: stop the griping.
It is no big news that our country is in worse
•economic shape now than it has been in years,
and this is going to cause a lot of penny pinching
that no one enjoys.
At the forum, Grube also mentioned that we
are "in this ship together." Whether we sink or
swim depends on how well we work together.
The good news is, no one has lost ajob at Georgia Southern because of the financial crisis.
While there may be a hiring freeze, at least
faculty and staff can feel safer knowing that they
will still have a job tomorrow.
Its true that things aren't good right now,
but Georgia Southern is working to keep what
it sees as important afloat.
As.things continue to get worse (which it is
looking like they will), it will be more important

than ever to follow Grube's advice and stop the
whining.
It doesn't solve anything, and it certainly won t
give the college any new money.
Instead, the college should do what it's doing
now- become more economical.
It is true that in the next fewyears, there will be
less faculty, and as a result larger classrooms. .
While it is easy to wonder if such changes
will take away the thing that students love about
Georgia Southern, like the personal touch that it
has, however, this is something that students will
have to learn to deal with in the next few years,
because the alternative is job loss. That is the last
thing Georgia Southern wants to do.
Things like switching to CFL bulbs and having lights on timers won't solve the economic
problems, but will give the college a little extra
to work with.
By working together, Georgia Southern
will get through a tough time. It isn't entirely
impossible.

TSTAHHQ AT?

/

Submission of Letters to the Editor
The George-Anne Daily welcomes letlcrs.to the editor, story submissions and guest columns. All copy submitted should be 350
words or less, typed, and sent via e-mail in Microsoft Word format logaeditor@georgiasouthern.edu or via facebook to Claire
Gallant. All submissions must be signed and include phone number for verification. GSU students should include their academic
major, year at GSU, and hometown. The editors reserve the right to edit or reject any submission.

ATTENTION GSU STUDENTS
What qualities do you want to see in our next president?
Send in a letter to the editor, at most 350 words, to gamed@georgiasoiithem.edu
detailing what you think the future president should focus on and what you would
like to see implemented at GSU.
Letters should begin with the format: Dear 12th GSU president...

Leadership positions in plenty at GSU
How many leadership positions there are
available on campus?
Plenty.
Whether you are
fratastically learning
leadership lessons in
a fraternity, working
hard in your professional organization,
Joey Newton
or saving the world
is a graduate student in
Spanish education from
by taking charge in
Americus, Ga. He is a
community service
staff columnist for the
George-Anne.
opportunities, you can
get involved pretty
much wherever you
fancy here at Georgia Southern.
I have a secret. It may be the best kept secret
on campus, even though there are dozens of flyers and posters and web postings about it. Eagle
Entertainment is hiring.
What does Eagle Entertainment have to do
with leadership? Everything. Every skill you
need as a leader is put to work in these positions.
Teamwork, planning, evaluations, goal setting,
group work, and how to work a big copy machine
(ok, maybe that last one is not critical, but you'll
learn how to anyway).
What does Eagle Entertainment do exactly?
We do all the fun stuff on campus. I've been
working with Eagle Entertainment for almost 2
years now, and I always look forward to, for lack
of a better word, "work".
Here, work is serving popcorn at the movie
on campus and seeing lots of people you know.
Work consists of helping set up for concerts,
such as Brad Paisley, OAR, Cartel and Yung Joe.
Work is planning events, such as Welcome Week,

Winter and Spring Break Trips or a Luau at the
RAC Pool.
Workis being asked to be Brad Paisley s Driver,
and taking him to the RAC and Starbucks, where
he buys you a cup of coffee. Work is sitting in Yung
JOG'S dressing room, right next to Joe himself for
45 minutes and talking about the music industry.
Those are some things that I have done.. .and it
was justanother day at the office.
"Work" with Eagle Entertainment consists of
some long days and long nights. Sure, there are
evaluations, paperwork, and weekend training
events. But while some may prefer to sit at home
and play Halo 3 all day and night rather than
applying for jobs,, we're living it up with Eagle
Entertainment, and you can too.
Our job is to provide entertainment that students respond to through a number of different
avenues. This year, in fact, we are changing our
structure to become more of an Organization
rather than a small group of leaders. We want to
include more GSU students! There is nothing that
can compare to job satisfaction, andknowing wjiat
you are doing is making a difference.
Next year, we are offering 5 executive positions
with a stipend. The program board will be a group
of around 25 selected volunteers who are picked
after applications and interviews are completed.
This handpicked group will become a well oiledj
programming machine that will program for the
entire GSU campus.
So ifyou want to do something sweet, something worthwhile, something that your friends
wish they had jumped on when they had the
chance, apply! Keep in mind one of my personal
favorite quotes:
"Opportunities are not given; opportunities
are taken." Take it.
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Kyles lecture was, sadly, missed by many
I was excited to attend the motivational
lecture given by Reverend Samuel Kyles last
night at the PAC.
For those of you
who are not familiar
with Kyles, he was a
Marshall Hooks
civil rights activist in
is a senior political
the 1960s who was with
science major from
Reverend Dr. Martin
Dawson, Ga. He is
Luther King, Jr. the last
the Managing Editor hour of his life. Kyles
ofGADaily.com.
stood just a few feet
away when the fatal shot
rang out, killing King.
When I got to the PAC last night, I was expecting to see a large crowd in attendance.
To my surprise, no one really showed up
until ten or so minutes before Kyles was to take
the stage.
Not only was I concerned of poor attendance,
I was furious!
To make matters slightly worse, when Kyles

did take the stage, there were empty seats all across
the auditorium. The upper balcony levels were
blocked off as well.
Reverend Kyles was one of two individuals on
this planet to have stood beside, talked to, and had
a private conversation with the national figurehead of the 1960s Civil Rights Movement.
The other person in attendance was the late
Ralph Abernathy.
At the end of his speech, after receiving a
standing ovation, Kyles came down from the
stage to pose with excited students and faculty
members for photographs, sign autographs, and
have a brief conversation with each person who
approached him.
He even spoke to the aunt of one student
via telephone.
I feel strongly that those who did not attend the
speech last night truly missed out on a valuable
opportunity to witness living history.
I can only hope that in the future, more students and faculty attend events such as this one
and give respect to those who fought for the very
rights we are delighted to have to this very day.

One should live by the words of Dr. Suess
On special days, Google
changes their logo.
Perhaps as a reminder
of the cultural significance
of the website, but also
the forgetfulness of my
memory, we celebrated the
birthday of Dr. Seuss.
James Kicklighter
Elementary schools
is a junior public
relations major from
across the country, exClaxton, Ga and
cept for the snow struck
the Public Relations
students of North Georofficer for SGA. He is
a guest columnist for gia, celebrated this day
the George-Anne.
in libraries across the
country.
For many years, I had wondered where this
pen name had come from.
During prohibition, he threw drinkingparties
in college, eventually getting in trouble with the
administration at Dartmouth College.
In order to retain his position as a staff writer
with the school news, he began to use the pen name
"Dr. Seuss," so they.wouldn't know who he was.
His creative contributions to literature are
immeasurable, as many of today's top artists have
been greatly influenced by his work.

However, this got me to thinking about the iron
giant that is Google. Sure, their motto is "do no
evil," but they are a company just like any other.
In a time when "corporate responsibility" is a
popular catch phrase, it is important to ask ourselves how much information is available about
ourselves on the internet.
A few weeks ago, I sent out an email concerning a project I'm directing on Radio Theater
throughout the Internet.
A few days later (on a Google Alert autosearch), the very message with my personal
contact information was a top hit online, after a
quick search of my name.
It is incredible the amount of information about
ourselves that is public information.
For -example, if you haven't turned off the
settings, Facebook pictures could be open for the
world to see - and I'm sure you have a few out
there that employers would not need to see.
Consider this a friendly reminder to take a
page from Dr. Seuss.
Stay under the radar so that your contributions to society aren't thwarted by your personal
life. For every good influence, we're bound to
have a bad.
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Diet and fitness do's and don ts

Spring break is just
around the corner (one
week away, actually).
And this past week, I've
overheard many students
gasping over how they
are going to possibly lose
enough weight to fit into
Claire Gallam
their
bathing suit.
is a senior communications major from
I've also heard many
Lakewood, Ohio.
other students share
She is the Managing
"helpful" advice on how
Editor of news for
the G-A.
to get in tip top shape in
seven days.
These pieces of "advice" were frightening and
some were just plain dangerous. So I've composed
a list of fitness and diet do's and don'ts to help clear
up the many myths students have in regards to
fitness and diet.
Fitness Do 1: Do balance your cardio workouts with muscle training workouts to burn
calories, build muscle mass, and tone muscle.
Cardio workouts (such as running, kickboxing,
spinning, basketball, boxing, etc.) burn calories
and increase endurance, however, do not build
or tone lean muscle mass.
Many people thinkjust running for 30 minutes
will get them abs, however, the only way to define
abdomen muscles is to do ab exercise, such as sit
ups or crunches. The same goes for building leg,
butt, arm, chest and back muscles as well. If you
want to tone or build muscle, do cardio first, then
dp a few sets of 8-12 reps of muscle training.
Fitness Don't 1: Don't overdo it with the weight
training. Since spring break is only a week away,
one piece of "advice" I heard was to "do ab and
leg exercises every day until spring break." If you
do muscle training every single day, you can risk
pulling, straining, or even tearing muscle tissue.
Muscles are fragile and can rip and. tear if they
are overworked and not rested, so take at least
2-3 days to rest them.
Cardio is a little different. You can technically
run, jog, bike, etc. every day .of the week, but it
is recommended you get at least one day to rest
your entire body, especially if you have been
muscle training.
Diet Do 1: Eat breakfast! According to self,
com, the fitness/health magazine's website, women
and men who eat breakfast are less likely to overeat
the rest of the day. The experts at Self recommend
eating breakfast every morning to curb offhunger
and be more alert and awake for morning tasks. If
you aren't a breakfast eater (which many college
students aren't), start off with something small,
like a piece of fruit or whole grain toast. Then
once you get into the routine, work your way
up to 200-300 calories in the morning, such as

oatmeal, toast and fruit.
Diet Don't 1: Skipping a meal for a lower number on the scale. That is a big big don't! According
to healthcentral.com, a diet and fitness Web site,
skipping meals can lead to food cravings, binge
eating and weight gain because you are more likely
to overeat and choose high calorie, high fat foods
when you are extremely hungry. Also, if you skip
meals for an elongated period of time, your body
will go into starvation mode, and your metabolism
will slow down to conserve energy. If you overate
at lunch, don't skip dinner, just eat a lighter one
with more vegetables and lean protein.
Fitness Do 2: Find a work-out buddy. A work
out buddy is a reaiiy good way to stay motivated
to hit the gym and work out hard. The tip to finding a good workout buddy is finding someone
with similar fitness and diet goals as you do. For
example, if you want to train for a marathon or
lose 10 pounds, find a friend or colleague who
has a similar goal. Not only will this help you
stay motivated, but also you can challenge and
critique each other.
Fitness Don't 2: Don't give up your workout
routine once your goal is reached (or spring break
arrives). This is a big thing that happens once many
people reach their goal or they go on vacation.
If you stop working out when you get on spring
break and binge on high calorie foods, drinks, etc.
you can risk gaining back the weight you lost or
losing your endurance. Although the last thing
on many college students minds on spring break
is to go running or do yoga, just 20 minutes of
jogging or fitness walking can help stay on track
with weight management (and not look or feel
bloated in that teeny bikini).
Diet Do 2: Snack! Many dieters have the misconceptions that if you are trying to lose weight
then snacks are off limits, which couldn't be
more far from the truth. However, snacks high in
calories, sugars and fats should be avoided, such
as potato chips, French fries or candy bars. But
there are other great snacks that taste good and
ward of hunger, like a granola bar, veggie chips
or an apple with peanut butter.
Diet Don't 2: Take diet pills. Diet pills, which
have been popularized recently, are very dangerous, not to mention expensive and addictive.
Many of the diet pills out there have high levels
of amphetamines and caffeine, which if taken in
excess can cause a heart attack. Diet pills do cause
you to lose weight; however, once you stop taking
the pill, the weight always piles back on.
These are not all the diet and fitness do's and
don'ts, so for more information, visit shape.com,
fitnessmag.com, healthcentral.com, or consult
your doctor to acquire more information on safe
diet and fitness advice.
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GSU to host annual Student Leadership Awards and Recognition
The Office of Leadership and Civic Engagement accepting nominations
Kathy-Lee Cassie
Guest writer

Georgia Southern will be hosting the
twelfth annual Student Leadership Awards
and Recognition on April 23, 2009.
This event will include a banquet where the
university honor GSU's finest and brightest
student leaders and organizations.
"The point of the leadership awards and
recognitions night is to highlight the achievements of our student leaders on campus,
some of the programs that they've done, "
said Ashley Tomlin, Leadership Graduate
Assistant.
"To recognize outstanding leaders, advisors, organizations that have really gone above
and beyond. This should be a great way to
recognize those people."
The banquet is a great way to show gratitude to the student leaders and organizations
Special Photo tnat have contributed to the quality of student
Robert Greene won last year's prestigious John F. Nolan ufe as well as education here on campus

award - one of the top awards presented at the banquet.

Invites to the banquet will got to nominees

as well as those who nominate others for
various awards.
- Up to fourteen awards are present at the
event, which include the John F. Nolan Junior
Award one of the most prestigious awards.
This award is given to a select group of
seniors who have demonstrated outstanding
contribution to campus life and extracurricular activities. They have exemplified a
four-year commitment to the enhancement
of the GSU campus.
"These are leaders that excelled from
freshman year; they could be Soar Leaders,
Ambassador Leaders or big on volunteering.
These are the ones that have been involved
from the get-go," said Tomlin.
Individuals or groups interested in nominating someone for an award are encouraged
to read through the description of the awards,
and nominate someone who embodies or
meets the criteria for the specific award.
According to Tomlin, nomination is open
to anyone.
"Anybody really can nominate," she said.

"Ifyou're in an organization, you can nominate
your advisor, you can nominate other students
in the organization, you can nominate yourself
if you'd like."
All nominations and application materials
are due no later than Friday, March 6, 2009,
by 5:00 p.m.
All nominees for the individual awards
are required to submit a leadership resume
along with their applications.
The Office ofLeadership and Civic Engagement has announced that nominations are
now being accepted for this event.
Nominations and applications can be hand
delivered to the Office of Student Leadership
and Civic Engagement.
For more information or questions contact
the Student Leadership & Civic Engagement
at 478-1435 or email your concerns to leader@
georgiasouthern.edu.
Award descriptions and nomination forms
can be found on-line at: http://students.
georgiasouthern.edu/leadership/leadership/
leadershipawards.htm.
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The Trojan Women': you're doing it right

By Anna Giles
Guest Writer

"TROY! TROY! TROY!"
This is the resounding cry of the Trojan
women, summing up their sorrow in one word:
the name of the city that they lost. And while
the college student actors of GSU may have
never seen their hometown burn to the ground,
you wouldn't know it from this near-perfect
production.
The Trojan Women is a tragedy by Euripides (the version Director Lisa Abbott used
is translated by Ellen McLaughlin) about the
fall of Troy at the hands of the Greeks after the
Peloponnesian War.
The major characters are Helen of Troy
(played by Tanya Ramnauth), Hecuba (played
by Ellen George), Andromeche (played by Bailey McClure), and Cassandra (played by Hilary
Diebold).
The women try to learn through their relationships with one another how to cope with
the facts of war: their city fallen, going off to
be servants and to prostitute themselves for
the Greeks, and the death of almost everyone

they've ever loved.
As a Theatre major who has always been
proud of GSU s theatre department, I must say
that even though I would've been proud of the
men and women who bring The Trojan Women
to life, I (regardless) still think that this show is
one of the best I've seen at GSU.
I sat in on rehearsal almost every night about
a week before the show (I was an understudy for
Helen), and I saw it opening night.
For about eight days straight, I cried my eyes
out (especially on opening night; I saw several
other people sniffling and wiping their eyes).
When Lisa asked me why I was still crying
after a week, I said, "I don't know, because it's
good." What I should've said was, "Because your
actors are doing their jobs."
I spoke to the women one night after rehearsal.
I asked them what kind of process they went
through to find their individual characters. For
some, it was based on what their characters say
about their families and lives.
Others, like Chris Rushing (who plays Poseidon, god of the sea), say that they studied Greek
mythology. Bailey McClure says she's read The
Trojan Women over ten times and listens to "epic"

Celtic music that has "good mourning songs."
Ellen George says that being Nigerian has
helped her in her characterization of the queen,
Hecuba. George says that in Nigeria, everyone
is descended from kings and queens; some still
even have servants. Nigerians also know what it's
like to lose everything because of war.
But Alana Pearson, a Chorus member,
perhaps best sums up the way every member
of the play works together: "when one person
feels it, weall do."
So what about the play's beautiful outcast,
Helen? How does she fit in with these united
women, if at ah? Abbott told me that all Helen
really wants is to be with these women — to
have friends. Tanya Ramnauth does an excellent job in playing her character strongly but
sympathetically.
Ramnauth states that "[Helen's] beauty is
a curse" but "that's where she found love and
belonging. She's an ice princess on the outside,
but [there's] hell on the inside."
Abbott no doubt enjoyed directing these
talented actors. She told me that the style of
Greek tragedy, even though it's modern, still has
to have actors who can play everything bigger.
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and broader. She says that it "challenges and
inspires actors."
When asked about her specific directing style,
she states, "I like to let actors find their own way
[movement] around the stage."
Coming from someone who has worked
with Abbott before, this "organic" approach to
blocking (movement around the stage) is, in my
opinion, extremely beneficial to an actor.
I think one of the main reasons (other
than the talented actors) that this play comes
together so beautifully is because of Abbott's
directing style.
She brings out the best in every actor. So
when I was told by a George-Anne employee to
look for a standout performance, I found that
I couldn't pick just one; every performance is
precise, clean, and a perfect fit for each character.
Actors, you're doing your jobs right.
The Trojan Women will be playing through
March 7th at the Black Box Theatre in the Center
for Art and Theatre (CAT) on the GSU campus
at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $5 for students, $10 for faculty
and staff, and $15 general admission. Call (912)
478 - 5379 to reserve tickets.

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE A MODEL?
The REFLECTOR is doing a

special
fashion shoot
r

for SUMMER SWIMWEAR.

We're looking for 3 guys and 3 girls to star in a

6-PAGE PHOTO SPREAD
in May's edition, which will run over

2,000 copies!
' "*» ■ ■ ma *

m>

Interested? Contact Courtney Baker at (912) 478-5246 or email us at REFLECTOR@GEORGIASOUTHERN.EDU. Entries due by March 13.
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Activists protest coal practices in Washington D.C.
By Blair Thomas
U-Wire
U-Wire

It's a movement about coal, said NASA climatologist James Hansen.
"Coal is 80 percent of the solution to global
warming," Hansen said. "We cut coal, we're doing
a lot for the climate."
On Monday, around 4,000 people joined
Hansen and other leaders of environmental
groups around the country in Washington, D.C,
as part of the Capitol Climate Action mass civil
disobedience to protest the burning of coal as an
energy source.
The group demonstrated outside of the^oal—
fired Capitol Power Plant to call for emergency
action to stop climate change and stop the burning
of coal, said Matt Leonard, a Greenpeace member
and one of the coordinators of the movement.
"For decades now, the world's best scientists
have warned about the effects of climate change
and legislators have ignored it," Leonard said.
"We are getting together to show the world global
warming is real, is happening before our eyes, and
is man-caused."
The Capitol Climate Action group took every

entrance of the power plant to shut down business
as usual for the day, Leonard said.
"The power plant is a powerful icon because it
shows the power coal has over our policies and,
literally, over our Congress."
But transitioning power plants like the one that
powers the Capitol building in Washington requires
newtechnology, said U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, R-Ky.
Iftechnology can be employed to burn coal cleanly
and efficiently, there is no reason it shouldn't continue to use coal as a fuel source, Whitfield said
in an e-mail to the Kernel, especially because the
mineral is a key part of industry in Kentucky.
The West Virginia Federation ofYoung Repub-lieans-alse supports pro-coal legislation in-staies—
like West Virginia, Virginia and Kentucky, the
group's leader said.
"Coal is West Virginia's future and the future
of other states like Kentucky," said Ashley Stinnett,
chairman ofthe West Virginia Young Republicans.
"Our politicians must never work to damage that
relationship."
At the movement on Monday, Hansen said he
hopes to showpeoplethat the real threat ofdamage
lies in the effects to the global climate. Mountain
glaciers providing fresh water to rivers and streams

are rapidly receding, Hansen said. Coral reefs are
ai
under stress and the subtropics are expanding int
into
the southern U.S. and parts of South America and
Africa, he said.
"We're beginning to havetrulynoticeableeffects
of climate change," Hansen said. "The hard part is
for people to realize we have a planet emergency
and the term global warming' is much more than
just a political tool."
Because the effects of climate change are increasing — the global temperatures are increasing
almost 2 degrees Fahrenheit each decade — this
is the right time to lobby in Washington for the
"new administration to deal with this with some
priority" Hansen said;
Organizers of the event wanted to keep the
protests civil and asked all participants to dress
in their Sunday best and undergo nonviolence
training before the event on Monday. Their hopes
were to model this act of civil disobedience after
historical instances like the civil rights movement,
Leonard said.
The group had lawyers on hand in case arrests
are made. A spokesman for the Washington, D.C,
police said the department is preparing just as it
does for any other protest of this size.

Special Photo

Over 3,000 young people participated in the
protest outside the Capitol power plant in hopes
of convincing Congress to abandon coal as a
legitimate power source.
"Arrest isn't the goal itself, it's the medium
we're using to show our strong message for climate
change," Leonard said. "But holding down the
plant to show our seriousness, arrest is something
we're risking."
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Right plus might: young people take over the green movement with Powershift 2009
By Philip Clements
Features Editor

This past weekend, over 12,000 young people
from all across the country converged in Washington, D.C. to send the message to President Obama
and Congress that we are serious about climate
change and energy reform.
Eight Georgia Southern students made the
10-hour trek to our nations capital to be a part of
the front line of the green revolution. "I had such
a great time," said Marcela Kuijpers, a junior biology major. "I went with some great people and it
was an adventure."
After driving ten hours through the night, we
arrived with cramped legs on a crisp Friday morning. We took a few minutes to throw some water on
our faces and then hopped on the Metro and rode
into town. For the four whole days we were there,
the Metro was the only source of transportation
other than our feet and it took us the whole time
to really get the hang of it.
Friday night was comprised ofvarious speeches,
includingAdministrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency Lisa Jackson. She is the first
African American EPA administrator at the same
time that the EPA has been granted their largest
budget to date with $10.5 billion.
"Some have said science was dead at the EPA,
but it's been resurrected," she exclaimed to an
enthusiastic crowd. "The EPA, my friends, is back
on the job!"
The most powerful speech of the night, however, was that of Van Jones, a celebrated activist
and founder of Green for All, an environmental
justice organization.
Jones emphasized the power that our generation has in our hands. "Your generation was born
to save the planet," he told us.
He also emphasized the necessity for a green
economy that is beneficial to everyone. "This
movement has to include the coal-miners, too,"
he said. "We have to create a green economy Dr.
King would be proud of."
Saturday and Sunday were both dedicated to

educating ourselves on the various issues and
topics related to climate change as well as different
methods of getting things accomplished.
Juliette Jordan, president of the Student Alliance for a Green Earth (SAGE), went to a panel
on natural gas and learned its pros and cons. "It's
better than coal and nuclear, but it's still a fossil fuel
and it will still run out and it still creates harmful.
It's not the best that we can do," she said.
Ironically, during our stay Washington, D.C.
received the most snow it has gotten in three years,
covering the ground with anywhere from three to
seven inches of snow.
On our way back*to the hotel on Sunday, we
stopped in a parking lot and had an impromptu
snowball fight. "I haven't seen snow since I was
three!" exclaimed Jordan.
On Monday, 6,000 of the initial Powershift
crowd stayed in Washington to descend on Capitol
Hill to lobby as a singular voice.
Since Statesboro is in Georgia's 12th district, the
eight of us met with Congressman John Harrow.
After a private tour of the Capitol building
from one of the interns from Earrow's office, we
combined forces with other students from Georgia
and talked to Barrow about what we want to see in
energy and climate legislation.
Most of us had never met with a government
official before and it was a very eye-opening experience. "I was really nervous and intimidated and
didn't know what to think, but when heopenedthe
door, he was just a normal guy. He was really smart
and relaxed. I learned a lot," said Kuijpers.
Vice president of SAGE, Jessica Sparrow, was
the leader of the discussion. "He really wants credible research so I think once I get him the facts,
he'll be even more receptive to working towards
greener energy," she said of the meeting. "We will
be seeing different energy sources in Georgia and
he will play a big role in that."
After it's all said and done, Powershift 2009 was
an overwhelming success. "It gave me more hope.
To see 12,000 other students made me feel that we
can actually do something and that change is not
that far away," said Jordan.

Juliette Jordan

Eight Georgia Southern students stand in front of Capitol building on Monday before meeting with
Congressman John Barrow to lobby for bold climate and energy legislation. From right: Philip Clements, Chase Patrick, Juliette Jordan, Jessica Sparrow, Danae Nicole, Chong Moua, Marcela Kuijpers
and Trent Callier.

@SU New Venture

The Georgia Southern
University New Venture
Accelerator is an
informal network of
professors, local
entrepreneurs and
business professionals
dedicated to helping you
start your business

Who is it for?
Where Student Entrepreneurs
Sour Higher and Grow Quicker
Interested in starting a new business and
would like to receive advice? Join the New
Venture Accelerator Now!
Contact: Prof. Luke Pittaway:
Center For Entrepreneurial Learning
lukepittaway@georgiasouthern.edu

Photo courtesy of Congressman John Barrows office
Students from Georgia, including eight from Georgia Southern University, meet with Congressman
John Barrow to discuss climate change.

What is it?

912.478.5321
COBA Room 2217

If you are already
running a business, are
currently planning a
business venture or wish to
start one in the very near
future contact us,
we tan help.

What can we
We help you by
providing business
development support,
by introducing you to
mentors and other
business professionals; and,
by helping you raise funds.
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Statesboro holds first film festival in Averitt Center
By Ben Carroll
Staff writer

On April 16, at 7 p.m., the first Statesboro
Film Festival will be hosted at the Averitt
Center.
The film festival is open to anyone in the
surrounding area and the university, according
to Matt Bankhead, video producer of Statesboro
Herald.com and lead producer for the daily
Studio Statesboro vodcast. The ticket price for
admission to the festival is $5.
"Each movie entry is $15," said Bankhead.
"Anyone can submit an entry. There are only
restrictions on nudity and a little restriction on
the language used. The film can be no longer
than eight minutes and there is no limit to how
many a person can submit, though they will be
charged the $15 for each entry, and there is no
cut-off for how many films we will accept."
The submission period for films is from Feb.
12 through March 25 at 5 p.m.
Each person who enters a film needs to
print an entry form from statesborofilmfestival.
com, fill it out, and submit it to the address on
the form with a DVD and a data disk with an

Abi file.
Then, the participant needs to submit their
film online at youpickem.com, which will be a
link on statesborofilmfestival.com forthe voters
choice award, according to Bankhead.
The voters choice award is the top award.
"A panel will submit 20 films on-line where
people will vote," Bankhead said.
At the festival, he winner will be announced
and will receive a 50-inch television," said
Bankhead, "the voting period is between April
1 through April 12 at 11:59 p.m."
There has been pretty good response from
the community.
"We have a PR group of students at Georgia
Southern who are doing a wonderful job at
advertising the event. They hosted a Question
and Answer on Feb. 19, where we had a few
people show up to that."
There are five awards given out at the festival.
There will be awards for best film, best director, best editing, best cinematography, and the
viewer's choice award.
"Depending on how successful the festival is,
we might start making awards for the different
genres," said Bankhead.

Special Photo
Deadline for movie entries is March 25 at 5 p.m. Submission fee is $15.

Want an easy way to
pay rent?

Rent from
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GSU Rental Houses, LLC
Your Student Rental Housing Headquarters!
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GSU teaches AIDS awareness to students
ByTiffani Addison
Guest writer

WMF

Special Photo
Stores in Downtown Statesboro, such as Abbigails (seen above) participate in First Friday.

Students and faculty participate in First Friday
ByAllyRakotzy
Staff writer

This month's First Friday events will kick off
at 5:30 p.m. in downtown Statesboro on March 6.
A joint effort between the Averitt Center for the
Arts and the Downtown Statesboro Development
Authority, First Fridays began almost five years
ago as a way to bring people into the city with
events, shopping, and food.
"We have molded our First Fridays after other
cities that participate in First Fridays in their
communities," explains Allen Muldrew of the
Downtown Statesboro Development Authority.
"It is Downtown Statesboro Development
Authority's desire to have events to serve the
community for entertainment and shopping,"
Muldrew said.
And Statesboro businesses are not the only
ones that participate in First Fridays. Anywhere
from two to 10 vendors attend First Fridays,
depending on the weather or other events going
on in the region. With everything from clothing
to candles to jewelry, these vendors always have
something interesting to offer.
"Vendors [come] from all over the area. We've
had a rock candle guy that comes, ladies that
make baby blankets, jewelry vendors, ceramic
face mugs, [and] handmade brooms," said Anita
Hall of the Downtown Statesboro Development
Authority.
However, while vendors and local businesses
often participate in First Fridays, student participation is encouraged as well.
"Students are always invited to participate in
coming down and being a part of it or to help

promote [events]. We accept all help, whether
it is a form of participation in the event itself or
whether they come and take part in strolling the
streets in Statesboro," Hall said.
One way Georgia Southern students are
participating is this Friday, March 6. Art and
Fashion design students are holding the Thirst
for the Arts on the courthouse lawn.
"Some of their proceeds of this charity art
and fashion show will be going towards Water
Projects International, a nonprofit organization
focused on bringing clean, safe drinking water to
the impoverished of the world," said Hall.
Additionally, Georgia Southern faculty is
taking part in First Fridays. The Art Legends
Gallery at the Averitt Center for the Arts will
feature a different faculty members work in the
Art Department every month as a part ofthe Solo
Series. This Friday will be the start of a collection by Mariana Depetris called Enantiodromia,
which means "to flow backwards". It will feature
prints and drawings by Depetris until March 29.
There will also be an open reception beginning
at 5:30 p.m. on the March 6.
"Every month features a different faculty
member. This is the third season we've partnered with the Averitt Center," explains Miriam.
Edwards of the Art Department.
"It's not difficult to become a part of first
Fridays either", said Hall.
"Ifyou're interested to participate you can just
call or come by the office. We have a formyou fill
out," said Hall, "It's not a long process."
So whether you're looking to shop, dine,
or take in the arts, First Fridays in downtown
Statesboro offers a variety of events that cater
to everyone.

Acquired immune deficiency syndrome
Awareness week is here at Georgia Southern March
9 through the 13. To kick off the week there will
be a program called "Condoments," where there
will be free condom giveaways.
Tuesday, Student Activities will join Health
Services at 7 p.m. for an AIDS awareness forum.
Wednesday is a free HIV and AIDS screening from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and that evening the movie "Rent"
will be showing in the Russell Union Theatre.
Thursday, March 11 there will be "condom
bingo," and the week will end that Friday with
a fashion show. Eagle Entertainment is cosponsoring the event with Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority.
Alexandria Parker-Roberson is the coordinator
of the fashion show. "The AKAs are helping assist
me in model training and making sure the show is
a success overall. I feel this is a great way to bring
awareness to the campus." This is Alexandria's
third year doing A.A.F.S.
"Fashion shows in the past have been very successful," said Sriravong Sriratanakoul, the Student

Activities coordinator. Sriravong has been working
with the Office of Student Activities for three years
and said that last year the turnouts were good but
approximately 200peoplewere at thefashion show,
and this year they hope that number increases to
250 to 300 people.
"The goal of Awareness week is to talk about
AIDS in the United States but this year we want
to focus more globally on the issue and discuss
howpeople in other countries are affected as well."
Sriratanakoul said,
Jessica Leste'r, the Public Relations Team Leader
for Student Activities, said "it's been cool in the past
years but the fashion show has been the most fun.
Models of all types, races, colors, sizes, shapes are
in this fashion show and it helps exemplify that
AIDS doesn't just happen to pretty people."
There will be five fashion design majors coordinating and creating outfits for the show so this
will be a chance for other students to come out
and see what talent their fellow students possess
but support them as well.
Lester is a junior and this is her second year
involved in AIDS awareness week. Her goal is to
make PR materials great to get as many people as
possible to participate in this event.
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Toastmasters Int. comes to Statesboro
International speech club establishes a local chapter

By Christian Dixon
Guest Writer

Toastmasters International is adding to its
11,700 clubs all over the world by establishing a
new club in Statesboro, Ga.
Statesboro s chapter of Toastmasters International meet every Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in the
Russell Union.
Unlike other organizations that meet on
campus, Toastmasters International is open not
only to students, but to anyone in the Statesboro
community who is interested.
As a professional public speaking organization, Toastmasters helps individuals become
competent and comfortable when speaking in
front of an audience.
Starting off with a smaller beginning in 1924
at the YMCA in Santa Ana, Ca., Toastmasters International has grown to become a world leader in
forming important leaders in the world today.
This nonprofit organization has worked to
help individuals with both their professional and'
personal skills in an interactive and supportive
environment.
According to toastmasters.org, the organization's Web site, there are no instructors. Instead,
each meeting and speech is critiqued by fellow

members of the group.
Each week, participants will learn new speaking skills by filling a meeting role, impromptu,
and creating better grammar.
General manager of Flexsteel Industries in
Dublin, Ga., Marcia Dixon said, "When I took
on my first job straight out of college, being a
part of Toastmasters was what helped prepare
me for the business world and be able to speak
on my feet."
This is a chance for students, faculty, and
community members to be a charter member of
the Statesboro Toastmasters club.
"Toastmasters builds confidence and awareness, while you build your communication skills,"
said The District B Governor of Toastmasters.
The meeting time and location may change as
more members join to accommodate individual
needs.
Cassie Tibbitts, a student at Georgia Southern,
said, "The environment is great and the best thing
is that everyone is there for the same reason so
you immediately feel at ease."
According to Tibbitts, the club will be starting
a six week long Speechcraft program soon.
The program focuses on all speech related
jobs like business, education, industry and government.

Special Photo

Toastmasters Int. gives people the opportunity to practice their public speaking skills outside of the
classroom setting, and it allows them to receive feedback from other members.
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NATIONAL NEWS

Harvard study links porn to politics
By Alexander J. Ratner
U wire
Uwire
Subscriptions to pornography Web sites are
slightly more common in traditionally conservative "red states" than in more democratic "blue
states," a Harvard Business School study reported
this week.
Benjamin G. Edelman, a professor at the
Harvard Business School who conducted the
study, found a statistically significant correlation
between porn subscription rates and residency in
states which have passed conservative legislation
on sexuality.
Higher subscription rates were also present in
states in which people were likely to agree with
statements such as, "I never doubt the existence
of God."
While the study was originally published as a
business analysis ofthe online market for pornography, it has quickly turned political.
Martha "Martabel" Wasserman, the editor-inchief of H-Bomb—the campus sex magazinesaid that the results of the study undermine the

traditional conservative position.
"It
It shows that they're hypocritical, and that we
shouldn't make pornography and sex work illegal,
but should instead make conditions better for the
sex workers," she said.
Despite the correlation between religion and
pornography, Edelman downplayed over-politicizing his findings, instead putting an emphasis in his
study on the more cautious conclusion that "there's
little sign of a major divide" in porn access.
"There are strong correlations?' he said, "and
yet you need to be careful about what that tells
you. Maybe the liberal people in the conservative
regions are getting their porn online rather than
at retail because the conservative people have shut
down the retail stores."
"There are facts here that are useful, on both
sides," he said.
"To those who are upset about the spread of
adult entertainment, I've got facts here showing
that yes, adult entertainment is being used. On
the other hand, I've got facts suggesting that, hey,
maybe adult entertainment is not actually such a
big deal; it seems like everyone is using it."

Special Photo

The study found a link between politics, religion and peoples'subscriptions to pornography.

Yale to lay off 300 people due to recession
By Isaac Arnsdorf "
Uwire

' New projections on staffattrition indicate that as
many as 300 employees could be laid off as Yale University copes with the economic downturn, though
administrators said Friday that the university will
double severance benefits for those who lose their
jobs in the next six months.
The grim economic oudook has forced the university to cut deeper into staff salaries, slating the
equivalent of500 to 600positionsforelimination. But
in a letter to Yale managers Friday, Vice President for
Human Resources and Administration Michael Peel
said the typical annual rate of attrition and turnover
is only between 300 and 500.
Since the gap cannot be closed simply by leaving
open positions vacant, the difference will have to be
made with some involuntary layoffs, administrators said.
"We're using thebudget reductions to re-lookthe
way work is done," Peel said. "And as part of that, we
are trying to better accommodate people's needs in
instances we can."
University President Richard Levin said the laySpecial Photo
offs will depend on the decisions of each individual
Yale University is talking about laying off up to 300 employees due to the economic recession,
department about how they want to come up with
however, the u niversity is willing to double the severence pay of those who do lose their jobs,
their 7.5 percent personnel cuts.
officials say.

For those who are laid off, Peel said in the letter,
the university will double severance benefits from
one week ofpay per year ofservice to two. All ofthese
employees will be guaranteed at least four weeks of
pay, Peel said, and no one will get more than 52.
Administrators said they have not yet determined
which departments will be affected. Employees who
are laid off, though, wiH have priority if there are job
vacancies elsewhere in the university. A career center
will be opened to help employees with job searches
and training.
Yale's unionized employees have built-in layoff
security policies in their respective contracts policies
that Levin said act as an "unusually strong protective measure."
Local 34 members, for example, receive up to 15
months of continued pay upon being terminated.
Local 35 has in its contract a "no-layoff" clause. Levin
explained that the university, not the department,
would bear the cost of such protective clauses.
In response to Peel's letter, a Local 35 executive
board member said that Local 34, the union for
Yale's clerical and technical staff, will be targeted
for layoffs.
"Obviously, if there were layoffs, it would affect
Local 34, but not disproportionately," Peel said Sunday. "Certainly Local 34 won't be singled out more
than any employee group will be singled out."
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STUDENT MEOIA
is now hiring paid positions

EXECUTIVE EOITOR
GEORGE-ANNE EOITOR-IN-CHIEF
REFLECTOR EOITOR-IN-CHIEF
MISCELLANY EO/TOR-IN-CH/EF
OUR HOUSE EOITOR-IN-CHIEF
ONLINE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

All students interested in student
media executive board positions
should have completed at least
one year of university work, and
should have served on a student
media publication staff at least
one semester.
The executive editorand GeorgeAnne editor in chief must have
completed at least two years of
university work> at least one year
at Georgia Southern University.
All applicants should demonstrate sound editorial judgment
in coverage and assignments.
They should be familiar with
basic journalistic practices such
as news gathering and reporting practices, news and feature
writing, copy editing and proofreading, photojournalism, layout and design and media law
and ethics.
Student managers assist in
choosing contest entries for local, state and national contests,
and initiate disciplinary action according to established
procedures when the editor
becomes dissatisfied with the
performance of a staff member.
Applicants for the positions
should display leadership
qualities of high ethical standards. All editors must meet
established deadlines, maintain regular office hours and
attend weekly executive
board meetings.

A0S MANAGER
For complete job descriptions, visit the Student Employment Center web site atjobs.georgiasouthern.edu/SEC.
All applications must be received by Friday, March 27. Applicants must be available for interviews between 2
and 5 pm on BOTH April 3 and April 10. Applicants for Executive, George-Anne, REFLECTOR, Online editors and
ADS Manager must also plan to be in Statesboro for the summer of 2009.
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Rev. Kyles lecture focuses on following dreams
or pray together.
Guest Writer
"Abernathy.Kingandljokedlightheartedlyand
King teased me about Abernathy needing to select
On Tuesday, March 3, at the PAC, civil fights me as a preacher for one of his functions, amidst
pioneer Rev. Samuel B. Kyles spoke to students our preacher talk," Kyles said.
about the power of pursuing and realizing their
As they prepared to go to Kyles' home King was
dreams. He travels the country and speaks to young assassinated at Lorraine Motel. A witness to the
people and inspires them to be the best that they event, Kyles doesn't have words to express how he
can be and impresses upon them the importance of felt that moment.
recapturing their dreams.
"I remember rushing to his side on the balcony
Kyles quoted Langston Hughes and said, "Hold and seeing a hole in the right side of his. face and
fast to your dreams, for if your dreams die you are running to call an ambulance."
like a broken-winged bird that cannot fly"
"The operator who received the call fainted after
Kyles has been involved in the civil rights move- hearing the news and after getting word from the
ment for more than 40 years and realized his new hospital that he'd passed away and Jesse Jackson
passion and the great potential of the civil rights called Coretta Scott King to tell her that they had
movement.
lost him," said Kyles.
Kyles is the only livingperson who was with King
"When I saw students doing bus sit-ins in
Greensboro, S.C., I realized the momentum of the in the final hour of his life. After King's death, Kyles
movement, and I wanted to be a part of it."
continued his civil rights work He is the founder of
Some of his early memories of the civil rights the National Board of People to Save Humanity and
movement began in 1959 in Memphis, Tenn., after worked with Jesse Jackson in 1984 and 1988 during
he moved there from Chicago with his wife and his presidential campaigns. Former President Bill
three children.
Clinton appointed Kyles to serve on the Advisory
He was arrested for sitting in at a bus boycott Committee on Religious Freedom Board:
and refusing to move to the back of a bus. As the
One of Kyles' current missions is to promote the
whites vacated the bus he urged complacent blacks former HBO-owned movie, "The Witness from the
that insisted he move to the back of the bus that Balcony of Room 306," in public schools. He is also
being subjected to such treatment reinforced racial passionate about his current work to help expand
inequality. A living witness of segregation, he aimed the King's museum, the Board of National Civil
to start integrating Memphis and took the steps to Rights Museum.
"Martin Luther King turned the world inside out
do so by joining the NAACP.
"Memphis was segregated from the cradle to the in less then 12 years and 40 years after his death he
is still celebrated," Kyles said.
grave," Kyles said.
Looking backhe feels that much of King's dream
He noted that everything in this time period was
segregated, from restrooms and amusement parks has been realized, but there's still more work to be
to water fountains and schools.
done.
"Each generation must take responsibility to
He has terrifying memories ofhis daughter being
one of 13 children to integrate the Memphis school make sure that it is realized. It is not a black and
system and noted the way police officers treated her, white dream, it's a universal dream and people
yelling out harsh comments as she was escorted fighting for justice all over the world use his dream
inside the school. Teachers often touched her head as a model."
Students were excited and honored to hear Kyles'
as if she were a thing instead of a person. The police
officer that arrested Kyles barely touched his hands speak and get a glimpse of black history.
Consuela Ward, director of the Multicultural
as if he had leprosy.
He played a pivotal role in bringing Dr. Mar- Student Center, took note of his message about
tin Luther King Jr. to Memphis, Tenn. to support the potential of the current generation of Georgia
striking sanitation workers who experienced get- Southern students pursuing their dreams.
"Georgia Southern students are dream makers
ting low wages and were subjected to inhumane
working conditions in February 1968. Kyles and and dream busters," said Ward.
According to Regional Economic Development
King helped lead the workers and help them gain
major
Brittany Robinson, his speech was enlightenthe support of their community and helped their
ing.
She
felt that it gave her a brief glimpse into the
voices be recognized.
In the days after King's "mountaintop speech" history of America.
Kyles has been a pastor at Monumental Baptist
in Memphis, the Kyles family invited King and
his entourage over to his home to converse over a Church in Memphis, Tenn., since 1968.
"You can kill the dreamer, but the dreams still
home-cooked meal, which he never got to eat. When
the three preachers gathered, they didn't meditate live," said Kyles.

CALENDAR

By Tiffany Colston

Thursday, March 5,2009

Sunday, March 8,2009

Time: 2 - 3 p.m.
Event: African Storyteller
Location: Education Building 1120

Time: 2 a.m.
Event: Daylight Savings Time
Location: The United States

Time: 7-9 p.m.
Event: NPHC Know Your Rights Forum
Location: Russell Union Ballroom

Time: 3 p.m.
Event: GSU Baseball game
Location: Baseball Stadium

Time: 7 -10 p.m.
Event: BSA Game Night
Location: Russell Union 2080

Time: 4 - 7 p.m.
Event: Up Till Dawn Meeting
Location: Russell Union 2054

Time: 8-10 p.m.
Event: Movie - "Seven Pounds"
Location: Russell Union Theatre

Time: 7:30-9:30 p.m.
Event: Campus Prayer
Location: Russell Union 2073

Friday, March 6,2009

Monday, March 9,2009

Time: 10-11:30 a.m.
Event: Alcohol Education Task Force
Location: Math/Physics 2001

Time: 5 p.m. -1 a.m.
Event: Yueng & Wing Night
Location: Buffalo's Cafe

Time: 11:30-1:30 p.m.
Event: Conversation Hour
Location: Russell Union Ballroom

Time: 6:30 p.m. -1 a.m.
Event: Free Poker Night
Location: Shennanigans

Time: 7 p.m.
Event: Holiday Inn Eagle Invitational
GSU vs. Indiana
Location: J.I. Clements Baseball Stadium

Time: 6:30 - 9 p.m.
Event: Resume Workshop
Location: Russell Union 2080

Time: 8 p.m. -1 a.m.
Event: Arabian Nights w/ Belly Dancers
Location: Oasis
Time: 8- 11p.m.
Event: Live Music
Location: KBob Kelly's

Time: 7 - 9 p.m.
Event: AIDS Awareness Event
Location: Russell Union
Time: 7 - 8 p.m.
Event: Sports Management Majors
Location: Hollis 1107

Saturday, March 7,2009

Tuesday, March 10,2009

Time: 10-11:30 a.m.
Event: Averitt Center Volunteer Info Mtg.
Location: Averitt Center for the Arts

Time: 11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Event: AIDS Testing
Location: Russell Union 2041

Time: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Event: LEAD Conference
Location: Russell Ballroom & Theatre

Time: 12-2 p.m.
Event: Brown Bag Series
Location: Russell Union 2080

Time: 2 p.m.
Event: GSU Baseball vs. Lemoyne
Location: J.I. Clements Baseball Stadium

Time: 7-10 p.m.
Event: Movie- Rent
Location: Russell Union Theatre
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Gay-Straight Alliance Meetings
Tuesdays at 7:30pm in RU #2084
Thank You For Arguing
Presented by: Allison Moss, Lauren Naser, & Deb Swofford, INSPIRE Leaders
Internal and external conflicts can ruin any experience. Come learn how to overcome the struggles of peer to peer conflict in your leadership roles, classes, and even
friendships. Walk away with a better understanding of how to.diffuse any tense situation.

Wednesday, March 25th
MINORITIES IN MEDICINE 7:00 pm ~ Russell Union Room 2080 Minority medical professionals discuss what it takes to enter and thrive in the medical field.

Ongoing Events

DOES YOUR ORGANIZATION NEED TO BE INSPIRED?
INSPIRE Leadership Consultants
Is your student organization in need of some motivation? Are there issues between members? Is the president of your organization not doing their job? Need to break the
ice with new members? Do you want to learn how to run an effective meeting? If you answered yes to any of these questions, then the INSPIRE Leadership Consultants
are just the people for you!
The INSPIRE Leadership Consultants are trained individuals that specialize in various topics relating to leadership. The INSPIRE team acts as a resource team to further
your organization to be the best! To book an INSPIRE member, please contact the Office of Student Leadership & Civic Engagement at (912) 478.1435 or email Ashley
Tomlin at at00046-gw@georgiasouthern.edu.
Student Leadership and Awards Recognition Night!.
Does your student organization have exemplary leaders? Did your organization produce an outstanding program this past year? Did you participate in a great
community service project?
If so, nominate your student leaders, your student organizations, your advisors, or yourself for student leadership and student organization awards. Visit http://students.
georgiasouthern.edu/leadership/leadership/leadershipawards.htm for the Awards Nomination and Application Packet.
All nominations and application materials are due no later than Friday, March 6th, 2009, by 5:00 pm. Nominations and applications can be hand delivered to the Office of
Student Leadership & Civic Engagement, Russell Union Room 2024 or mailed to P.O. Box 8114.
If you have any questions concerning the information required, please call 478-1435, or e-mail your questions to leader@georgiasouthern.edu.
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Baseball hosts Holiday Inn Eagle Invitational
Compiled by Staff

Rob Eakins/STAFF
Brain Pierce swings during a game vs. GT.

The Eagles baseball team looks to continue their
impressive start to the 2009 season this weekend
as hosts of the Holiday Inn Eagle Invitational. The
Eagles will play three different teams: Indiana,
LeMoyne, and East Carolina.
GSU is currently 8-1, with their only loss coming in game two of their series with Georgia Tech,
who was ranked eighth in the country at that time.
GT has fallen to eleventh since then.
At the beginning of the week, the NCBWA
(National Collegiate Baseball Writer s Association)
released their weekly poll of the best teams in the
country. With a 7-1 record at that time, GSU did
not quite crack into the rankings but was noted
for earning votes.
In that same poll, East Carolina, who the Eagles
will face on Sunday, was ranked 20th.
In their last outing, the Eagles came back from
behind in the ninth inning to defeat Winthrop, 5-4.
Ty Wright hit a single to drive A.J. Wirnsberger
home to tie up the game in the last inning. The
next batter, Will Southwell, drove in both Roman
Grimaldi and Griffin Benedict to win the game.
Matt Murray started the game and pitched

five innings, giving up three hits, two runs, but
struck out four. Charles Matthews pitched one
inning in relief.
The win, however, went to Jake Brown, who
closed the last three innings of the game. Brown
struck out three, gave up three hits and one run, but
held on to give the Eagles the chance to win.
On Friday at 7 p.m., the team will face Indiana.
The Hoosiers, as well as the Big Ten conference in
general, are not known for their baseball team.
Indiana, at press time, has a 3-3 record, though has
not played a home game yet this season.
The Hoosiers are coming off a 11-2 loss to
Indiana State. A bright spot for IU was freshman
outfielder Alex Dickerson, who extended his
multiple hit per game streak to five games. Pitcher
Drew Leininger threw for 2.2 innings, but gave up
eight runs in the loss.
LeMoyne will face the Eagles next, Saturday at
2 p.m. The Dolphins are coming off a 7-3 win over
Longwood. Shortstop Matt Nandin had two hits and
two runs scored with an RBI in the victory.
East Carolina will round out the weekend,
playing Sunday at 3 p.m. This will be the first
game away from home that the Pirates will play
this season.

A Look at the Weekend Opponents
Friday vs. Indiana, 7 p.m.

Saturday vs. LeMoyne, 2 p.m.

Current Record:
3-3
Conference:
Big Ten

Current Record:
2-3 .
Conference:
North East 10

School Location:
Bloomington, Ind

School Location:
Syracuse, NY

The Indiana Hoosiers have started their
season splitting wins andlosses. They earned
wins in games against Georgetown, USF,
and Cleveland State.
All of their games, as of Tuesday, were
road games.
IU junior catcher Josh Phegley was
named to the preseason All-American list.
Indiana is coached by Tracy Smith.

The LeMoyne Dolphins are still early in
their season, playing only five games before
the Eagle Invitational. Four of those five
games were against Tulane University, in
which LeMoyne won one game (1-3).
Sophomore left hander Cory Nelson is
projected to be the starter against GSU. He
pitched 4.2 innings in one of the Tulane
games, giving up five hits.

Sunday vs. E. Carolina, 3 p.m.
Current Record:
5-1

^^^^

TM

Conference:
Conference USA
School Location:
Greenville, NC

The East Carolina Pirates recently earned
national ranking in three separate national
baseball polls. They are 24th on the USA
Today/ESPN coaches poll.
These rankings are largely due to last,
weeks victories over 11th ranked Oklahoma
State and St. John's.
Their only loss of the season thus far has
been against OSU (split series).

jus\ tfce basics
SCOUTING REPORT
Indiana University, LeMoyne University and East Carolina University
will be the opponents facing GSU in this
tournament.
Last season, the invitational was not
held. But the Eagles did face ECU in the
early part ofthe season during the LeClair
Classic. ECU won the game, 9-3. Senior
Phillip Porter and pitcher Andy Moye
were notable in that game.
ECU just earned a 24th ranking in,
the USA Today/ESPN coaches poll,
after splitting a series with 11th ranked
Oklahoma State.
None of the three teams competing
against the Eagles went to their conference championship last season. In fact,
LeMoyne was an independent last year.
AT A GLANCE
IU 2008 overall record: 31-30
IU 2008 Conf. Record: 16-19
LMU 2008 overall record: 33-21
LMU 2008 Conf. Record: n/a
ECU 2008 Overall Record: 42-21
ECU 2008 Conf. Record: 13-11

DID YOU KNOW?
GSU met up with East Carolina in the
NCAA Regional Tournament, held that
year in Clemson, S.C.
ECU took the win, 7-3, to advance
in the tournament. The loss ended the
season for the Eagles.

GAME WEATHER

Highs: 80-82°
Low: 50-56°
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Free ads for students, faculty & staff (non-commercial): Just go to

www.gadaily.com

-click on classifieds

You must include your names, phone numberand Georgia Southern e-mail
address for freebies. No phone calls please, at this price we don't take
dictation.
.

,nnouncementsB
100-199

140 Other Announcements
Win Cash! Play for free! Basketball, baseball, NASCAR, football.
Play March Madness now! Win
weekly cash. It's free! www.freeweeklyfantasygames.com/cp

Employment &
Job Services

300 - 399

320 Child Care Needed
Looking for a nanny for at least
M & F. Three girls. Very sweet
and obedient. Preferred to be
m-f. Please text "nanny, with
your name and number, to 678768-6239 or call and leave a
message.

370 Opportunities/Business
Bartending $300/day Poetential.
No experience necessary. Training provided. 1-800-965-6520
ext 296.
Summer Camp Staff Positions
available in Covingtoh, GA for
leadership programs and recreation. www.georgiaffacamp.org

Housing & Real
Estate

400 - 499

410 Apartments
Price cut $310/month!! ALL INCLUSIVE, big bedroom,great
roommates & neighbors.walk to
class, private BT, pets allowed,
24 hr gym, free internet, HBO.

Priced to go. call 9125314805
450 Roommates
4th female roommate needed
for privately owned new home
in Burkhalter Plantation. Common areas furnished. Fall 09-10.
4BR/4BA. Has porch, deck,
garage, walk-in closet. $450 util
incl. call 706-825-9852

470 Student Housing
For Rent: Multiple Brand New
Properties. 3BR/3BT in The
Hammocks. 3BR/2BT in Cypress Crossing. Now leasing
for fall. Call 912-536-1096 for
more info.
Now Leasing for August 1.
3,4,5,6,7 BR Houses at GSU enterence or nearby. References,
24 hr repairs. 912-682-7468 or
912-764-6076.
4 BR/4 BT. $375/ person. Walkin closets, W/D. Fenced in area
for pets. Lease Starts August
2009-August 2010 Call 912-4293441, for details.

480 Sub Leases
I am looking for someone to take
over my lease at Campus Club.
You can live anywhere and any
building, you would just take
over my lease. Contact me at
706-536-6490 or gkee00158@
georgiasouthern.edu
May-July Female Subleaser for
1BR in 4BR at Campus Club.
$399/month All inclusive (May
rent is negotiable) CLEAN room.
Fun and CLEAN roommates.
Biggest room and closet in apartment
Subleasing: 3 BR apt. Please call
678-641-9307 with questions.
Available from May-July. Rent is
$390 plus utilities.
1 BR w/ own BA open in 4
BR/2 BA Cambridge apartment
starting in M. / 2 Great Roommates, View oi Pond, Pool,
Clubhouse,W. 'rout Room! Rent
is $415/ MO, negotiable. Email
hfinnerl ©georgiasouthern.edu

Sublease 1BR in 4BR campus
club apartment May through
July. Clean, spacious room, great
roommates, private bathroom,
new furniture, and right in front
of the bus stop. cb00439@georgiasouthern.edu
209 South Edgewood Drive:
3BR/2BA; Living Room, Dining
Room, Den with fireplace, and
spacious Kitchen; Carport with
utility room; Large Yard with with
two utility sheds in back; Call
706-975-7669
Needed, 1 male subleaser for
May-July. The Pointe at Southern. Rent is $350, but negotiable.
May rent will be paid for. Contact
Patrick at 478 952 5083.

Travel
700 - 799
710 Spring Break
Travel
Spring Break: beautiful St. Simon's Island. Best Western
Island Inn. Sun-Fri, 5 nights,
$500 plus tax. Fri-Sun, 2 nights,
$220 plus tax. Call 800-6736323 www.bestwestern.com/
island inn

Miscellaneous
900 - 999
910 Pets & Pet Supplies
Blockhead/short-nosed lab pups,
AKC, 1 chocolate, 6 black, all
shots, 6 wks old on2/24. 4 females, 3 males. Call 912-6634225.

100
110
120
130
140

Announcements
Auditions
Freebies
Lost&Found
Other Announcements

200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280

Buy or Sell
Autos for Sale
Auto Parts for Sale
Bicycles for Sale
Books for Sale
Computers & Software
Miscellanneous for Sale
Motorcyclesfor Sale
Trade & Barter

Crossword
1
5
11
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
26
28
31
32
33
37
38
39
42
43
44
47
49
53
54
55
56
58
59
.
64
65
66
67
68
69

ACROSS
One Baldwin
Wild party
$ player
"Magic
Moments"
singer
Mario Puzo
book
Biddy
Golf events
Lofty poem
Childhood
prohibition
Tennis grouping
Auction offer
Haughty look
Air-to-ground
attacking
Decimal part of
a logarithm
Pile up leaves
Quaint
Convulsive
condition
Neon, for one
Pygmalion's
statue
SASE, e.g.
Rhythm
instrument
Neighbor of
Swed.
"Charles in
Charge" star
Butterfly in
Bogota
Envelops
Repair a hem
Slugger's stat
King topper
Send out
Jolson and Gore
Brainy social
system
PGA peg
Actress Brigitte
Isle of exile
Harris and
Wynn
Whoever
Speech defect
DOWN
Play part
London W.C.
Outback bird
Trumpet's
cousin

1

2

3

14

*

17

23

1
18

20
24

2% Wanted

!

6

300
3T0
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390

Empioyment&JobServices
CareerS Job Services
Child Care Needed
Child Care Provider
Internships/Volunteer
Jobs/Full Time
Jobs/PartTime
Opportunities/Business
University Work
Wanted Jobs

400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470

Housing & Real Estate
Apartments
Lofts & Rooms
Mobile Homes
Real Esate for Sale
Roommates Wanted
Storage& Moving Services
Student Housing

7

8

9

37

38

45

49
54
58
64
67

46

1

30

25
26
27
29
30
34
35
36
39
40
41
42
44
45

35

36

1
48

52

53
56

59

1

60

68

40

41

62

63

"

61
66
69

2/16/09

Solutions
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o
3 a O
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N 3 H
V 1 U 3 1AI
d n 3 A V
O H d

l

39

57

65

Conclusions
Deep bows
Young fish
Hot tubs
Sandy deposit
Sicilian smoker
Gaze
Mock-heroic
Eve's grandson
Nuzzle
Bird's crop
Murmur
Tongue-lash
Meandered

13

31
34

51

12

"

© 2009 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
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24 Zilch

"

27

55

5 Horse shade
6 Rounds and
clips
7 Two-finger sign
8 Painter Max
9 State
10 Ziti ororzo
11 Irrational dread
12 Debit fluid
13 Tense
18 Panamanian
dictator
23 Smoky-fog

900 Miscellaneous
910 Pets & Pet Supplies

22

■ 47
50

800 Transportation/Rides
800 Transportation/Rides

"

■ 42
44

ServicesEducations Tutoring
Financial Aid/Loans
Legal Services
Resumes/Typing/DTP
Services/Miscellaneous

700 Travel
710 Spring Break Travel

21

29
33

600
610
620
630
640
650

10

■ 26

32

500 Personals
500 Personals

"

25

28

480 Sub Leases
490 Vacation Rentals

1

46 Large wading
birds
48 Stormy seabird
50 Brazilian dance
51 Watery expanse
52 Festive
56 Stiff collar

N V
V a
3 IAI
O V

s a

3
S
1
O SO 9
|0 1
s V oU
V 9
S
d 3
a

3
3 1
i V
a d
W 3
V a

V 0
a 0
s 1 i N V Vi
d 3 3 N s
N O N
V N y n O 1
o
o Vi 0 0
o 3 1 V

«

1

57 Small speck
60 Church vow
61 Legendary

boxer
Muhammad
62 Natl. TV network
63 Shrill bark
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"The Trojan Women" at GSU
all photos by Brandilyn Brown/STAFF

Members of the GSU Theatre and Performance department are
currently performing the Greek tragedy "The Trojan Women"
located in the Black Box Theatre. Students and the community
will be able to see the show until March 7.
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All-inclusive 2 BR Individual Leases
Only $490/mo per bedroom
Included: (Water/Power/Cable w/HBO/
DSL High-Speed Internet/Washer & Dryer)

NO
MONEY
DOWN

Huge Walk-in Closets
Full Kitchen with bar
Vaulted Ceilings
Wifi & Computer Lab
Fitness Studio

Resort-Style Pool
Basketball & Volleybal
Courtesy Officer
Pet Friendly
AND MORE!

(912) 681"6441 WoodlandsofStatesboro.com w
TOO Woodland Drive • StateSDOrO, GA

Just off highway 307 south on Woodland Drive. Across, from CSl

Not affiliated with The Woodlands Land Development Company. L.P. in Montgomery and Harris County. Texas. i\ SB
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GSU Ultimate Frisbee undefeated, ranked nationally
By Sarah Goodman
Assistant news editor

as*

Georgiasouthernultmiate.com
Senior Tommy Pearce goes up for the frisbee last year at Southern Tournament.

Georgia Southerns Ultimate Frisbee club team
went undefeated in their last tournament, Battle in
the 'Boro hosted by GSU last weekend.
Currendy on a 12 game winning streak, the team
is ranked 67th in the nation out of over 240 teams.
"This is probably the best team we've had in
the entire duration of the program," said Tommy
Pearce, vice President, treasurer, and senior leader
on the team.
During the tournament, none oftheir opponents
put up more than eight points on them, according
to Pearce.
"We played awesome. We're undefeated, and we
are looking forward to Chucktown because we're
gonna have some higher competition," said Dan
Jones, a senior captain on the team and returning
fourth year player.
The team also walked away as champions from
the Frozen Goose Tournament hosted at North
Greenville University in January.
."The Frisbee team is stellar. We're fast, athletic,
and good looking," said Jones.
The next tournament on the schedule is Chuck-

town Throwdown this weekend in Charleston, S.C.
The team placed third or fourth in the tournament
last year, but seem to have a decent shot of coming
home champions this year, according to Sriravpng
Sriratankoul, the coach of the Ultimate team for the
past three years.
"We have 22 really good friends, and ultimate
is more or less a product of those friendships," said
Sriratanakoul. "We play ultimate, but its really just
like playing out here with all our friends."
This is the 10th anniversary of the Ultimate
Frisbee club team this year, and they are expected
to be one of the best teams in the nation during the
next couple ofyears, according to Sriratanakoul. "It's
guaranteed! We've been in the rebuilding years, but
now we have an awesome team."
The ultimate team has continued to grow over
the past ten years and is now able to have an A and
B boys' team and a girls' team as well, according to
Sriratanakoul. GSU will be hosting the 8th Annual
Southerns tournament on March 21-22, with"64
teams planning to attend.
"We aren't looking for the best players but just
guys with good attitudes. We have tryouts every
October and this year it's going to be very competitive," said Sriratanakoul.
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avbruarv 5
Febniarv 12
February 23-25

RAD= Se!£Defense Training (Bishop
Building,)

March 2- 6

Clothing Drivs* for SANE (Runway.
Market District)

March 2- 5

Clothesline Project (KU Rotunda.
9am-5pra)

March 4

Bemte McOrenahan. Comedian
(PAC, 7pm)
Take Back the Night March, Begins
at Hammer, 7pen end* at RIX Rotunda
approx. 7=45

March 5
THE AVERAGE

4

BEDROOM APARTMENT IS

COPPER BEECH
AVERAGE

t400

SOFT

4 BR APARTMENT IS 2000 son

COPPER BEECH

4

BR PRICE

$385

PER PERSON

{DOES NOT INCLUDE UTILITIES)

THEIR PRICE

$445 - OUR PRICE $385 = $60

K4 PEOPLE = $240) EACH MONTH ON POWER AND WATER SERVICES?

Qpper B'

March 5

Take Back the Night Rally, approx?:45*ar RU Rotunda Performance by
Adrenaline. Opert mk. 6i more

March 6

Clothesline Project, Statesboto
CourtE»ou«e Lawn Part or First

4 BEDROOM PRICE IS $445 PER PERSON

(BASED ON COMPETITORS' HATES WHICH INCLUDE UTILITIES)

Day to Knd Sexual violence
Atlanta. OA—Capital hill
Vasina Monologues
(PAC, 7:30pm>

Frfcfays ot Staresboiio

Your Student As*****'F«* x 'Vodk

t
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Check out GADaily.com for coverage of the SoCon Tournaments, as well as updates
on all Eagles sports this weekend.

Eagles basketball heads for the top of SoCon

Women, seeded sixth, face eleventh Eton in first round tonight
By Lattice Williams
Staff writer

Rob Eakins/STAFF
Samantha Willams shoots against WCU.

TheGeorgiaSouthernWomen'sBasketballteam
is set to compete in the SoCon Championship Tournament March 5-7 in Chattanooga, Tennessee.
The Eagles opened the season with a win over
Brewton-Parker, 93-45, a non-conference opponent,
andhave since then compileda 16-13 overall (11-9)
in the SoCon. GSU has only suffered three home
game losses in which one of those was to 20th
ranked Auburn.
GSU is currently ranked 5th in the SoCon and
Elon will be the first opponent the Eagles takeon. The Eagles are sure to come out victorious, as
they have already beaten the Phoenix twice this
season, the second time for more than 30 points.
The Phoenix are ranked last in the SoCon, with an
. overall record of 2-18.
If the Eagles come out with a win, they will
advance to the next round and compete against
Western Carolina. The Catamounts are currently
ranked one spot above the Eagles and could cause

havoc for GSU. The Catamounts have a seven game
winning streak in the tournament.
. Seniors Ashley Melson and Ashley Rivens will
be looked to for leadership as they batde throughout
the contest. Melson averages 12.5 points per game
and five rebounds. Rivens averages four rebounds
and nine points per game.
J'Lisia Ogburn has scored in double figures in
more than 12 games this season and leads the team
in rebounds. Her aggressiveness and audacity will
be a huge factor in the team's performance.
Freshman Samantha Williams has stepped up
tremendously and proved to her teammates that
she is worthy of tournament play. Williams will
undeniably be a key team member in this match
up. Although she is not a starter, Williams could
be mistaken for a true freshman, coming off of the
bench to help her teammates maintain the lead and
scored as many as 13 points in three minutes
GSU is undoubtedly equipped with the adequate
skills needed to be successful in this competition.
Eagle fans be prepared for the GSU Women's Basketball team to make a deep run in the playoffs.
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Men ranked fifth, kick off tournament against fourth ranked App. State
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The Eagles end their 2008-09 season with a
record of 8 -21 overall and 5-15 in the SoCon.
GSU will enter the tournament at 5th seed. On
Friday, March 6, the Eagles will face Appalachian
State (North Division fourth-seed) at 2 p.m.
Two seniors, five juniors, and the rest of the
team sophomores, andfreshmen, will have to play
wihout injured guard sophomore Willie Powers
and three players suspended from earlier in the
season. Those players included starting guard
Antoine Johnson and forward Julian Allen, as
well as Trumaine Pearson.
"[We] Have to play it (tournament) as the
third part of our season. We have to regroup and
refocus, and prepare for App. State" said Head
Coach Jeff Price.
This will be the last college tournament action for seniors Anthonv Marshall and Kenith

Ward.
With the tough season that the GSU eagles
faced, they still managed to place 5th seed in the
(Southern Division) of the SoCon.
Before his injury, announced Jan. 13, sophomore Willie Powers was averaging 14.5 points per
game and 3.1 assists per game. Antonio Hanson
has averaged 11.9 points and 1.6 assists, while Ben
Drayton III has been averaging 11.7 points and
2.1 assists. Tyler Troupe has averaged 9.6 points
and 6.4 assists.
With an earlier season loss to App. State 9582, the Eagles have to leave it all on the court
Friday.
"Down four key players, but we have to play
hard" said Marshall.
Kellen Brand (15 points per game) and the
App State Mountaineers also have something to
prove as well with them being no. 1 last season
in the (Northern Division) of the Southern
Conference.

Rob Eakins/STAFF

Tyler Troupe takes a shot at Hanner.

